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Minutes of Meeting of Northern Committee September 19. 1957 

STUDY NO. 23 - RESCISSION OF CONTRACTS 

The Committee gave further consideration to Professor 

Sullivan's study. The Committee discussed again whether a new 

single rescission action should include a requirement that the 

person desiring to rescind give prompt notice thereof to the other 

party and offer to restore what he has received. 

In the course of this discussion Mr. Stanton stated that 

he has great doubt about the wisdom of Professor Sullivan's recom

mendation that the present provision in California law for out-of

court rescission be abolished. He stated that, in his opinion. the 

law should continue to make it possible for a party desiring to 

rescind a contract to do so without having to go to court to obtain 

a decree of rescission in the event that the other party is not 

willing to engage in a mutual rescission of the contract. He stated 

that parties act at the present time on the assumption that a uni

lateral out-of-court rescission does terminate a contract and that 

it is undesirable to create a situation in which a party must bring 

a lawsuit to rescind a contract. Mr. Stanton suggested that the law 

should either continue to provide for out-of-court rescission as an 

alternative to bringing suit to obtain a rescission or that. if there 

is to be but a single action. it should be an action to enforce an 

out-of-court rescission rather than an action to obtain a decree of 

rescission. He stated that as he sees the matter it is one of 
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Minutes of Meeting of Northern Committee September 19, 1957 

eliminating the problems arising out of the duality of the existing 

legal and equitable actions and that this could be done under either 

of the alternatives which he suggested just as readily as by pro-

viding a single action to obttain a decree of rescission. 

Messrs. Thurman and McDonough questioned whether there is 

any need to retain the out-of-court rescission, other than in the 

form of a mutual rescission by the parties. They took the following 

position: 

A "unilateral out-of-court rescission" is legally meaningless 

and will not preclude litigation except in the rare case 

where the other party is willing to acquiesce in the "rescinding" 

party's, desires even though unwilling to state his acquiescence 

and thus effect a mutual rescission. A law suit is always 

necessary when the person seeking rescission desires to get 

back from the other party benefits conferred under the con-

tract. A suit is also necessary 'even where no recovery is 

sought against the other party if the person desiring to 

rescind wishes to have his legal rights in the matter clearly 

settled. If the other party announces his disagreement with 

the rescinding party's assertion of his right to rescind, the 

rescinding party is exposed to the possibility of a suit for 

a breach of contract until the statute of limitations has run 

despite the fact that he has announced that he has rescinded the 

contract. If such a suit is brought, the defense will be those 

acts of the plaintiff which were the grounds for the "unilateral 
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out-of-court rescission"; nothing is added to this defense 

by virtue of the fact that the defendant undertook to 

effect an "out-of-court rescission". Even if "out-of-

court rescission" is recognized, a rescinding party must, 
; 

to avdkd the over-hanging risk of a breach of contract action, 

bring an action to obtain rescission (if this is available as 

an alternative remedy) or bring a declaratory judgment action 

to put an end to his potential liability under the contract. 

In either case, the plaintiff's rights will depend, not on 

the fact that he has purportedly effected an "unilateral 

out-of-court rescission", but upon whether grounds for rescis

sion of the contract in fact existed when he acted. Thus, 

the "out-of-court rescission" is legally meaningless and need 

not be retained as a part of our law. 

Messrs. Thurman and McDonough were, therefore, of the opinion that 

Professor Sullivan's recommendation to abolish out-of-court rescis-

sion and have a single action to obtain a decree of rescission is 

the sound approach to ending the existing duality in rescission 

procedure. 

It was decided that all concerned would give the matter 

further consideration and that the Executive Secretary should attempt 

to draft statutory provisions embodying both of the alternatives 

suggested by Mr. Stanton in order to see whether it would be feasible 

to enact either or both of them if the Commission were to decide 

upon them. 
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The study was continued on the agenda of the Committee for 

further consideration at its next meeting. 
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Respect£ully submitted, 

John R. McDonough, Jr. 
Executive Secretary 
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Minutes of Meet1De of Northern COIIlIII1ttee July a6, 1957 

&rUD:i NO. 23 - RP.SCISSION OF COIfl'RAcr8 

The COIII!11ttee began bllt did not have time to caaplete its 

consideration of Professor Sullivan's study. 

The COIIIIlittee tentatively agreed to recCllllllend to the COJIIlIiBBion 

that it recOlllllend (1) tbat a single rescission action be established; (2) that 

a right to Jury trial be provided; (3) thet attacbment be made avallable and 

(~) that such an action be jo:1na.bl.e with unrelated contract actions. 

The COIIIIlittee was unable to agree whether the new procedure should 

1nclude a requ1rement that the person desiring to rescind praqptly give notice 

tbel.-eof and offer to restore what he has received. Mr. Stanton favors such a 

C, requirement; Mr. Thurman ~lould make failure to give notice and offer to restore 

c 

a defense only when the other party bas been prejudiced thereby. 

No decision was reached with respect to what statllte of 11m1tations 

should apply to the single rescission action or as to whether the justice court 

should be given Jurisdiction of rescission actions. 

detail. 

The statllte proposed by Professor Sulllvan was not discussed in 

Jolin R. McDonough, Jr. 
Elceclltive Secretary 
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Minutes of Meeting of Northern COIIIlIittee MI.y 4, 1957 

Sl'UDY NO. 23 - RESCISSION OF CONlRAcrs 

At the beginning ot' the discussion ProfesSOl,' Lawrence SUllivan 

distributed copies ot' a lengthy outline of his proposed study on this subject. 

He then outlined orally a nllIilber of the points covered in the outline. Sevei'al 

of these points were discussed at some length. It was aareed that the members of 

the Committee and the ElCecutive Secretary would read and discuss Mr. Sullivan's 

outline and that the Eltecutive Secretary would then ccmnunicate to him any 

suggestion wilich we might have concerning the study. Mr. SUllivan expressed his 

intention of callpleting the study at a relativ~ early date. 
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FO~, HOAG &: ELIOT 

10 Post otfice Square 

:Boston 9 

John R. McDonough, Jr., Esquire 
Executive Secretary 
California Le.v Revision Commission 
School of Law 
stanf'ord, Cal1fornia 

])ear John: 

1/6/58 

Telephone 
HUbbard 2-1390 

Tbank you for your recent letter bringing me up to date on the 
action thus far taken in connection with 1lIY rescission study. I read with 
great interest the minutes of the September 19 meeting of the Nortilern 
COIIIIII1ttee but delayed responding until I bad t1llle to comment at length. 

As I view the problems involved in this topic, they are 
essent1al1y procedural. Except for the minor (and inexplicable) 
differences in the grounds for rescission predicated by Sectian 1689 on 
the one hand and 3406 on the other, the same substantive requirements tor 
rescission prevail whether the relief is sought by wa:y of an out-at-court 
rescission and an action ("at law") to enforce the out-of-court rescission, 
or by wa:y of a proceeding ("in equity") to obtain rescission. With minor 
exceptions, the same basic facts - for exaII\Ple, facts constituting fraud -
would prO'lide a basis for either mode of redress. Under either procedure, 
undue delay by the injured party will preclu:ie relief. Under either 
procedure, the effect of the relief is to restore the status quo, the 
injured party giving back what he has received and recovering back that with 
which he parted or its value. 

The only differences betveen the two modes of redress entail 
conditions upon obtaining relief - whether the aggrieved party l!1\lSt give 
notice of rescission and offer with precision to restore precisely What 
the other party is entitled to before commencing his action - and 
anc1l.lary matters of a procedural che.rac;t;er such as whether Jury trial is 
available, whether attachment is available, what statute at l1lll1tations 
applies 1 and the like. 

The principal conclusion at 11111 study wa.s that under a unified 
civil procedure in which law and equity are merged, there is neither a 
logical nor a pragmatic reasan for retaining two separate modes for 
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obtaining rescissioQAX'Y relief. The existing duality is nothing more than 
BIl anachroniam resting entirely on the outmoded historical distlnDt:t.6n. 
between law and equity. Morecnrer, the existing duality is not merely a 
quaint but harmless r em1ndBl' of the ol.d Ecglish law tradition - it is 
productive of vast confusion, it results in like cases being decided 
ditterently depending upon which procedure is utUized, and it poses a 
constant threat that unjust results may be reached in individual cases 
merely because a lawyer or a judge was unable to make his Yfr! success
f'ul.ly through the procedural maze. 

The priDlal7 question, therefore, - and one which it seems to me 
the COIIIII!ission must . first decide - is whether the dual procedures are to 
be retained, or whether a unified procedure is to be adopted. .And in 1111/ 
view, this question adm1t13 only of one BIlswer - that sound judicial 
administration necessitates an end to the existing duality. 

Only atter it has been determined that it is necessary to 
substitute a unified procedure for the existing dual procedure does it 
become pertinent to inquire how the particular procedural ditterences n<JW 
preva11:1ng should be resolved, i.e. whether, for example, to elect for 
the new procedure the statute of limitations DQW gcnrerning the "action at 
law" to enforce a rescission or the statute now gcnrern1ng the "proceeding 
in equity" to obtain a decree of rescission. .And I would sUSSest that each 
of these subsidiary questions, including that upon which Mr. stanton vas 
focused - respectins whether a pre-trial notice and an otter to return what 
has been received should be a condition to relief - should be considered 
and passed u.pon separately, _ch upon its awn merits. 

In this connection, I would like to suggest that the "right" of 
an aggrieved party, which Mr. stanton suggests sbould be preSerted, to 
etfect a unilateral out-of-court rescission is, realistically Viewed, 
hardly a right at all, but merely an obligation to take a specified formal 
step - the sending ot a fOl'lllB.l. notice of intent to rescind and a tOl'lllB.l. 
oftBl' to return what has been received - as a prerequisite to bringing an 
"action at law" as distinguished 1'rom a ''bill in equity" to procure 
rescissionary relief. 

I ~e entirely that the statute sbould not be changed so as to 
necessitate litigation where litigation is not DOli necessary. Thus, it 
the aggrieved party could persuade the other to participate ina mutual 
reSCiSSion, out of court, he should be free to do so. .And und8l' the changes 

. I have reccmmended, he would continue to be tree to attempt to do this, 
and to accomplish such a resolution it possible. 

However, it the party in default does not agree to rescind, 
litigation is inevitably necessary if the aggrieved party is to have 
relief. His right to rescind, then, is but a right to sue- the same 
right he would have und8l' the procedure which I have suggested. Indeed, 
his present right is a more humble one than that which the new procedure 
would afford since presently the right is conditioned u.pon his giving 
notice and offering before suit to restore the status quo. The concept ot 
an "out-ot-court rescission" developed initially as a fiction which 
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c facilitated rescissionary relief in courts of law which felt incapable of 
entering conditional judgJnents. The plaintiff was afforded relief at laY 
~ if he first made an out-of-court tender; and the tender requirement 
was developed solely because the law courts felt incapable of entering an 
order in the action conditioning relief upon such a tender. Where, as 
lDlder a unified civil action, any court may enter a conditional j,liIgment, 
the distinction between the two types of actions is nothing but a relic. 

Now it may be that there is an independent justification for 
requiring a notice and offer before an action is COlllllleJlced, and, accordingly, 
that the new un1t'1ed procedure should retain this requirement, "'lIking it 
applicable to all rescission actions. It has been argued, for example, 
that such a requirement reduces the likelihood that litigation will be 
necessary, inssmuch as the prospective defendant, seeing that the injured 
party is in earnest, may accept the offer, thus accOIIiPlisbing a mutual 
out-of-court resciSSion. 

This contention, I am personally persuaded, is little mare than 
a specious rationalization. I think we may depend on selt-interest to 
assure that rescinding plaintiffs will not resort to suit when their 
objectives could be accOlliPlished without suit, just as we depend upon 
plaintiffs asserting all other kinds of claims to pursue settlement 
prospects on their awn initiative. I don't see how we can assume the 
rescinding plaintiff is any more likely to sue wUhout first exploring 
settlement prospects than is, for e,yemple, the plaintiff seekins C cOlliPensator,y" damages for breach of contract. 

C 

In my view, therefore, little or no good is derived from tlJe 
requirement of a fol'1llal notice and offer. On the other band, justice may 
at t:1JDes be frustrated by it, inasmuch as a party haviJl8 a substantive 
claim. to relief may artlessly faU adequately to cOlliPly with the require
ment, and then, if he sues "at law", may be precluded from recovering by 
the technical defense. 

It does not advance the argument, or serve to resolve the problem, 
to say that parties presently proceed on the assllllqltion that they may 
rescind out of court. We would deprive an aggrieved party (and his 
attorney) of nothing other than a certain amount of con:rusion and anxiety 
if we told him he could procure Judicial relief in a unified procedure 
without first giving a formal out-of-court notice of rescission and offer 
to restore. He can accOlliPlish this now, if he is caref'ul to fraJne his 
pleading in equitable terms and is Willing to forego the procedural 
advantages of the "legal" mode of redress. Sim1larly, the change would 
work no hardship on the party defendant. In all likelibood he Will be 
approached by the aggrieved party before Suit, and Will be afforded an 
opportunity to effect a mutual resciSSion. Indeed, the likelihood of 
settlement might be enllanced if the prospective defendant were approached 
informally, as he could be vere forIllal. notice not a prerequisite to relief, 
rather than by being greeted with the presently requisite formal notice of 
rescission and offer to restore which typically has all the ea.:rmarlts of 
the initial step in a lawsuit and which may thus serve to render the 
prospective defendant's position more rigid. And even if under the new 
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procedure I bsve recOIIIIIIended the defendant were not approached before suit, 
he would still be free, after suit began, to tender back all that he bad 
received (exactl.y as he would have to do were he willing to accept the 
formal notice of rescission which is now a prerequisite to suit) and thus 
to terminate the litigation at its inception. 

TJle onl.y thing of value of which the defendant would be deprived 
by the new procedure is something Which, in justice, he ought not to have: 
that is, the opportunity to win his law suit, though substantivel.y he is 
in the wrong, should the plaintiff' s attorney stub his toe on the highly 
technical requirements respecting notice and offer to restore which now 
prevail. 

~ conclUSion, then, is that the notice and offer to restore 
which are requisites for an "out-of-court rescission" and an action to 
enforce, are not conditions which ouaht to be carried (Ner to the new 
procedure. I would re-emphasize, however, that a contrary conclusion 
would not vitiate the need for a new unified procedure. Even if it were 
to be concluded that the requirement of a pre-trtal notice and offer to 
restore is a desirable one, this conclUSion does not militate against the 
adoption of a single procedure. If it makes sense to require a formal 
notice of rescission and an offer to restore the status quo as a condition 
to resc1ss1onary relief "at law", then it makes sense to require the same 
as a condition to rescissionary relief wholly regardless of the procedure 
chosen to obtain relief. Under present law, distinctions are drawn not 
on the basis of the nature of the underlying claim, but ent1rel.y upon the 
basis of the historic classification of the particular procedure chosen 
as a vehicle for asserting the claim. This is an anachronism which, to 
-m:f mind, is utterl.y incapable of justification. Its sole consequence is 
confusion and differing results on like facts depending upon whether the 
claim for relief is cast in "equitable" or "legal" form. 

MI'. stanton also raises the question whether there would be a 
conflict between the amendments I bsve proposed and the Uniform Sales Act. 
I do not believe that there would be. 

Section 69(d) of the Sales Act authorizes a buyer, upon a breach 
of warranty, among other remedies, to: 

"rescind the contract to sell or the sale and refuse to 
receive the goods or, if the goods bave alre~ been 
received, return them or offer to return them to the 
seller and recover the price or any part thereof which 
has been paid." 

The thrust of this provision is substantive, not procedural. 
At common law there were conflicting decisions concerning whether a 
breach of warranty was a sufficientl.y _terial breach to warrant rescission 
as an alternative to an action for cOJJ!PeDsatory damages for breach (see 
Williston, Sales, Sec. 608a (Rev. Ed., 1958)}. Section 69(d) m&kes it 
cle~ that rescission is availabl.e upon a breach of warranty. 
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Section 69(d) also has substantive iIl\Plications in that it 
speaks of refusing to accept the goods or of offering to return them. 
This necessity - restoration of the status quo - bas al~s been a 
substantive requisite to rescission whether at law or in equity. 
Section 69(a) siDqlly reiterates this substantive requirement. It does not 
purport to suggest the procedural iDqllementation - vhether an offer to 
return must be made before suit, or whether it is sUUicient that the 
Judgment be made conditional on return or an ofter to return. 

The question I have been concerned with in 111if study is not the 
substantive question: whether rescission shall be conditioned on re
establishment ot the status quo. I don't think it has ever been s~ested 
by anyone that the e.gar1eved party ought to recO'l'er what he has given with
out returning or offering to return what he has received. The question 
upon which I bave focused is whether the 868l'ieved party must make his 
offer, in formal and precise terDlS, betore bringing his action, or whether 
it is sUUicient that he make his ofter as a concomitant of his law suit, 
and that the decree or judgment in his fa:vor be conditioned upon Ii. tender 
of whatever the court deter.D1nes to be due. 

Section 69(d), although not specifically, DIBiY also iDqlJ.y that 
the buyer l!IUSt proceed in timely fashion. This, of course, is also part 
of the substantive law applicable to rescission, whether achieved in an 
action at law or in equity. 

In sum, the legis:Lative changes recOlllllle!lded in 111if stuay , .. ould not 
alter or conflict with the provisions of Section 69(d) of the BaJ.es Act, 
but would simply make it clear that the offer neceSSitated by that section 
to return the goods would not be a procedural condition to the right to 
bring an action tor reSCission but only a substantive condition to the 
right, conferred by the section, to "recaver the price or any part thereof 
which has been paid". 

Section 65 ot the Sales Act presents a scmewhat more serious 
question. That section, dealing with the seller's remedy for breach ot 
the sales contract, states that: 

''Where the goods have not been deJ.ivered to the buyer, 
and the buyer has repudiated the contract to sell or sale, 
or has manifested his inabUity to perform his obligations 
thereunder, or has cOlllllitted a material breach thereof, the 
seller DIBiY tota.l.J.y rescind the contract or sale by giving 
notice of his election so to ao to the buyer." 

This section, on its face, DIBiY seem to make notice a substantive 
prerequiSite to rescission by the seller tor the buyer's breach, and, hence, 
to be atfected by the 83!lendments suggested by 111if study. In tact, however, 
the section is l.e.rgely s\lrplusege and is itself in conflict with other 
settled principles ot the :Law ot contract and sales. It does not make 
the substantive right of the seller to be free o't his obligations under the 

. contract dependent upon the giVing of notice. 
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Scctian 65, it should be noted, is permissive in teI'!llS. It states tbat 
the seller, in given circumstances, "~" rescind upon gi"-ing notice. 
By :iJqpl.icatian, it would seem, a seller could not rescind in the 
designated situations without giving netice. However, the section deals 
only with cases "where the goods bave not been delivered to the buyer" -
that is, with situations where the injured party - the seller - if' he 
wishes to treat the contract as being at an end, has no need to recover 
anything from the party in de1'ault - the buyer - because the status quo 
has not as yet been disturbed by a delivery of the goods to the buyer. 

In situations to which Section 65 m1glxt be applicable, therefore, 
the seller, in addition to the "right to rescind", by giving notice, 
coDt'erred by Section 65, has two alternatives, one 01' Which is the 
equivalent 01' resciSSion and which is not conditioned upon notice. 

First, the seller mB¥ stand on the contract, treating the buyer 
in default since the buyer has already "repudiated" or committed a 
"material breach", or "manifested his inabUity to per1'orm". on this 
choice, the seller III8Y sue 1'or compensatory damages. 

Secondly, and 01' significance here, it the seller does not 
thiDk that he can prove cam;pensatory damages, he may simply refuse to 
:pertorm the contract without giving the buyer any notice whatsoever. It 
the buyer should then sue tor breach, the seller bas a compJ.ete defense 
in tbat the buyer -having "repudiated", or "mani1'ested his inabUity to 
perform", or "comm1tted a material breach" - has net :f'uJ.i'1lled the implied 
conditions to his right to recover on the contract. See, Williston, 
Sales, §§467, et seq. (Rev. m., ~948); WUliston, Contracts, §§8l4, et 
seq., Restatement, Contracts §§267, 274, 280, 395, 391 et seq. In 
substance, therefore, the seller's rigtrt, coDt'erred by Section 65, to 
"rescind" by giving notice, is the precise equivalent 01' his right to 
rei'use to proceed, even without giving notice, because of the buyer's 
tailure to fult1ll conditions to the se~r's obl.1ga.tion. Ii' the seller 
is sued, he still must defend. And if he can show "repudiation", or 
''material breach" by the bwer or that the buyer has manii'ested his 
"inability to perform", the de1'ense is a complete one whether or not 
notice 01' resciSSion bas been given. 

I recognize that were the changes in the rescission proviSions, 
which I recommended, to be adopted there would be a ack 01' syntheSiS 
between these provisions and Section 65, inasmuch as Section 65 does 
cont~te an out-ot-court rescission acc~ished by notice. 
Acoordingl.y, should the changes I have recommended be aocepted, the ideal 
solution might be to amend Seotion 65 by striking the phrase, "by 
giving notice 01' his election so to do to the buyer". I did not reccanend 
this in my study, however, because I viewed Seotion 65 as an anomolous 
provision having no significant substantive effect even as the law now 
stands, and because Ide not teel tbat the Sales Act - which is replete 
with anOlllQlies and internal inconsistencies such as tbat imp~icit in 
Section 65 - should be dealt with piecemeal, partioularly inasmUch as it 
has been the subject 01' extensive study in connection with the prODOsed 
Uniform Commercial Code reoentlyadopted in Pennsylvania and Massachusetts. 
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1 hope that those observations IDIq be of aid to you and to the 

Commission, and I will be most interested to learn wbat action is final.lJ' 
taken. Should it seem ex:Ped1ent, I would be pleased, of course, to make 
the IlIinor revisions in my study which you suggested earlier. Quite 
frankly, however, I feel that there is little further than I can do, 
either to clarify the issues, or by ~ of ex:Pressing my own views Ullon 
them, which would be of material aid to the Commission in considering and 
passing Ullon the study topic involved. 

The most important question, as I have indicated, would seem to 
be 'Whether the present dual rescission procedure is useful or meaningful. 
It seems <;;,u1te clear to me that it is not, and that a single rescission 
procedure should be substituted. 

The subsidiar,y questions involve separate determinations, with 
respect to each of the procedural distinctions now prevailing, as to which 
alternative - that now governing actions to enforce a rescission, or that 
nov governing actions to obtain a rescission - should be carried over to 
the new' unitary rescission procedure. In my study, I have ex:Pressed my 
view with respect to each of' these subsidiary questions, and the reascms 
for the views I have taken. 

I look forward to hear1.'18 f'rCIIII you about whether there is any
thing further that I can do. 

LAS:gm 
cc: Thomas E. stanton, Jr., Esquire 

Johnson & Stanton 
III sutter Street 
San franciSCO, California 
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Sincerely, 

lsI Larry 

Lawrence A. Sullivan 

Sa.mue:l D. Thurman, Esquire 
School of' Law 
stanford, California 


